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Otis Brawley  00:00 

I'm Otis Brawley. I'm a medical oncologist and epidemiologist and I am the Michael Bloomberg 

professor at Johns Hopkins University, both in the medical school and school of public health. I started 

my career as an oncologist at the National Cancer Institute in the late 1980s, doing drug development 

for both HIV and cancer drugs, and then later in the 1990s, trained in epidemiology, and started 

learning how you assess drugs to figure out if they're working in the entire population. And what I was 

asked to do today is talk to you a little bit about immunotherapy, which is a new exciting thing in 

oncology and indeed, and a number of other areas that we'll talk about. And when I say no, actually, as 

I was writing this, I realized, you know, the first immunotherapy was in the 1880s. So it's not new. It's 

just took off recently, when we talk about cancer, traditional ways of treating Israel. Oh, I'm sorry. Can 

you hear me now? Okay, I'll project I'll preach. Yes, I went to Catholic school. So when when we talk 

about cancer, the traditional ways of treating cancer have been surgery first cut it out. Then long 

Madame Curie and a few people in the early 20th century radiation to radiate it and kill it with radiation. 

And then the third thing that came along was to poison it, give it chemotherapy, and how we learned 

how to give it chemotherapy is a very interesting short story. Nitrogen mustard was a gas used in World 

War One, and it burned people primarily. And it was awful, so awful. The Geneva Convention outlawed 

chemo bio chemical warfare. In 1944, there was a Navy ship that was in a port in Italy, and it was 

bombed by the Germans. And on that ship, there was Stuart's nitrogen mustard. And the nitrogen 

mustard got loose, and a group of sailors several 100 sailors got exposed to nitrogen mustard. And 

they got exposed to it in lower doses than you would normally have in World War One. And many of 

these gentlemen died. And their deaths were very well documented by the doctors at the time, they 

died because it took them a while they got neutropenic, their white blood count went down over the next 

several days. And because their white blood counts went down, they could not defend themselves 

against infection. And they all died in infectious death with very low white count. But this observation 

that nitrogen mustard caused a lowering in white cells, led some people at Yale actually, to think, what 

if we gave low doses of nitrogen mustard to people who have leukemia, leukemia is cancer of white 
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cells. It's uncontrolled growth of white cells, I should tell you that that's what cancer is Vir cow in the 

1850s did a series of autopsies at the University of Berlin. And he figured out that cancer was 

uncontrolled cell growth where one cell goes to two, two to four, four to six. If I cut myself, I had cell 

growth starts we call that healing. If there's no stop signal, to stop, grow, because healing is complete. 

That's what cancer is. And indeed, over the last 50 years, we have learned a great deal in molecular 

biology about what the stop signals are to stop cancer from growing or stops out normal cells from 

becoming cancer. Now let's get back to immunotherapy. In normal biology, all of us over the age of 40 

have a cell or two or three that go down the pathway toward cancer every day. What happens is you 

have DNA which is sort of like the hard drive of every cell it tells the cell what to do and DNA 

determines on a biological level, it determines what kind of hair we're going to have the color of our 

hair, color of our skin, it tells every all of our functioning. When DNA is in normal cell grow, it's copied. 

It's very much like if you using a computer and you copy a program, it's exact copy. well ever get the 

corrupt, you know, your new copy is corrupted, okay, that happens with DNA. And sometimes if the 

corruption is in the area of the DNA, that tells the cell to stop growing, that's how you can get a cancer. 

Now, things that can cause corruption other than just normal copying, carcinogens, things in alcohol, 

things in tobacco, sunlight, just directly on DNA through the skin. That's why we get skin cancers can 

cause damage to DNA, cause damage to the area of the DNA where the stop signal is. Now, we have a 

series of enzymes in every cell that are coded by DNA that Look for damage to this DNA. Best example 

most people have heard of, is BRCA one and BRCA two. Those are genes that code for a protein. And 

that protein, when it is well formed, goes up and down the DNA, it actually looks like a little train going 

up and down the DNA. And the DNA looks like a railroad track, looking for abnormalities and tries to fix 

those abnormality. People who have a brocco one or Abraca two mutation are at higher risk of cancer, 

because that DNA train is not as functional as it should be. And actually, there are certain mutations 

that make the DNA protein less functional. Literally, I can look, I have a table of mutations. And I can 

say this mutation is worse than this mutation, meaning that the DNA is going to code for protein, it's 

less able to correct defects. Now, that's the first thing in the cell that can go wrong, that can help the 

cause a cancer. We also have something called P 53. It's a gene that's on chromosome 17. And it's a 

suicide gene. It looks at the cell. And it realizes that the cell is going out of control and moving toward 

uncontrolled cell growth. And it tries to destroy the cell. It literally is a self. It's a molecular self destruct 

mechanism. Now people who have a problem with p 53. They come in families and they're called leaf 

or a meanie syndrome, Fred Lee and Joe from anywhere epidemiologists who defined this about 45 

years ago, people who have defected p 53. Their families have all kinds of cancers, brain tumors, colon 

cancers, lung cancers, breast cancers, all kinds of cancers. Lung cancer, by the way, is frequently 

because tobacco knocks out the function of p 53. So I've told you about brockagh and P 53. By the 

way, elephants don't get cancer, because each one of you guys have two copies of p 53. In every cell, 

elephants have 100 copies in every cell. Yeah, elephants don't get cancer. All right. Now, the third thing 

that keeps that cell from becoming cancerous. If the DNA repair doesn't work, if P 53 doesn't work, the 

third thing is we all have in our system, little white cells, we call them T cells, we call them natural killer 

cells that are floating around in our bloodstream. They get out of our bloodstream and get into the 

normal tissues, and they're just prowling around looking for a cell that has become aberrant. A cell that 

if left alone will go to two, which will go to four, which will go to eight and have uncontrolled cell growth. 

And those T cells are looking for something that's can't service, and we'll try to destroy it. So I just gave 

you the three things that keep all of us from getting cancer every day is actually a fourth thing. And this 

is why the combination of obesity and consuming too many calories and not exercising, is the second 
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leading cause of cancer in the United States, right, right behind tobacco hyperinsulinemia. That's too 

much insulin in the blood. People who are diabetic type two adult onset diabetics have too much insulin 

in their blood, not not enough insulin, type one or juvenile diabetes, the pancreas is not making insulin 

at all. So they must get insulin shots. adult onset diabetes, they have too much insulin because the 

body doesn't react to insulin very well. And so the body reacts to that by making more insulin, that 

insulin is a growth factor for blood vessels. It causes blood vessel growth in the eye. That's why we call 

it diabetic retinopathy, when the blood vessels start growing into the nerve of the eye so that the eye 

cannot sense light. Well, that hyperinsulinemia can also cause blood vessel growth into a small tumor, 

when that cell has gone to two to four to eight to 16 to 30 toe. Pretty soon it needs blood vessel growth 

in order to get nutrients, blood oxygen, glucose. And so one way that we sometimes don't get cancer is 

the tumor forms, but the tumor cannot implant, the soil just will not support the tumor and the tumor dies 

on the vine. But high high levels of insulin helps the tumor to be supported by giving it extra blood blood 

vessel growth into the tumor. Now, getting back to immunotherapy. The what I just told you was learned 

really over the last probably 1970 to about 2010 2015. Amazingly, it's taught in high schools now wasn't 

known when I went through college or graduate school, but it's now taught in high school. In 1883, 

there is a doctor named Coley ce o ley. And he had a man who had a head neck cancer as a cancer 

you could see right on the fellows neck and you're actually pictures of this out there. This guy got a 

strep infection of his neck tumor, and his neck tumor started to shrink. didn't cure him but the tumor 

started shrinking as it got infected. Now that was the beginning of immunotherapy. We've been trying to 

figure out what it is about the immune system that causes it to fight cancer. Now Kohli's toxin or Kohli's 

anemia has floated around for a good 5060 years after that, and it just sort of floundered. But ever 

since Coley demonstrated this and it was very clear that this tumor responded. We've been trying to 

figure out how we could use the immune system as the fourth pillar in the treatment of cancer behind 

surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. This in the 1980s at the National Cancer Institute, I was training 

there at the time, a group of surgeons primarily Steve Rosenberg and his crew and several others 

started looking at tumor infiltrating lymphocytes. These are white cells that grow into a tumor. If you go 

to surgery and you remove a woman's breast tumor. And you go into the lab and look at the breast 

tumor inside the tumor, there will be white cells. Most of us we only time we ever see white cells as we 

see large collections of white cells when we have an infection around our fingernail or something we 

call that pus passes a collection of white cells. Well, this is smaller numbers of white cells, but they're 

all throughout the cancer. And we were trying to figure out what's going on here. It turns out it's the 

immune system trying to fight off that tumor. And so how can we harvest this or how how can we take 

this and make it into a treatment. While we found some chemicals that are made by the immune 

system, we call them the interleukins, especially interleukin two. And so early on in the 1980s and into 

the 1990s, we first started giving people interleukin two injections to see if it would stimulate white cells 

to fight off their tumor. Then Steve Rosenberg got really smart and he took tumor infiltrating 

lymphocytes out of a person's tumor, go to surgery, take the tumor out, take it to the lab, get those 

lymphocytes in the lab, get those lymphocytes into a test tube. And then we found out if we put some 

interleukin two and some other things in there, we can actually get those lymphocytes to start 

propagating. We've got you know, your lymphocytes grow inside you, we can do it in the laboratory. 

And then we would transfuse those lymphocytes back into the patient, hoping that those lymphocytes 

had been programmed in some way as to what the disease was what the enemy is, just as a vaccine, 

by the way, vaccines explained to the immune system to the same white cells, you know, Coronavirus 

is the enemy if you see it, attack it. Smallpox is the enemy if you see it, attack it, that's all vaccination is. 
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It's telling the immune system, this is the enemy. Whenever you see it, attack it. So we did these tumor 

infiltrating lymphocytes and il two injections, and some people with kidney cancer some people with 

melanoma, the tumors which shrink is actually one woman, she was a Navy Lieutenant Commander 

who had widely metastatic melanoma in 1986. And she got till and il two and she's still alive today. It's 

rare, it's rare. Every patient we see thinks that they're going to hit the home run a couple do 

occasionally. And so this is where immune therapy started moving. We then started thinking going a 

little bit further cancer vaccines. Is there a way that we can vaccinate the person such that their immune 

system knows that's the enemy and we're going to fight it the same way we do with so many infectious 

diseases, measles, mumps, rubella, some of the herpes viruses. Shingles is a herpes virus, by the way. 

Shin Gretz is something that all of us are getting over the age of 50. Now for example, Human 

Papilloma Virus, several types of the 120 Human Papilloma viruses, about a half dozen of them, cause 

cancer, some of them cause shakers or cause other unsightly type of pet, we call them papillomas. So 

we started looking at HPV as a vaccine to prevent cancer not to treat cancer but to prevent cancer. And 

we're still struggling to find some vaccines to treat people who already have cancer. And we've been 

able to vaccinate people against prostate cancer and have an immune reaction to that prostate cancer, 

but we haven't been able to prove that that helped any of those patients. Yeah, this is one of the 

frustrating things. You go to the lab. Yes, they they've responded in terms of their immune system, but 

did they help the patient? No, it did not. cytokine therapy, by the way, is very commonly used to this day 

in melanoma and kidney cancer as well as some of the leukemias and lymphomas. Now, in the late 

1990s, we started another type of immune therapy called monoclonal antibodies, M A, B, and I've got to 

tell you one of the secrets of the trade, you know, all of our drugs sound like they're really weird names. 

If it ends in MA B, it means it's a monoclonal antibody, okay. And I'm going to tell you a whole bunch of 

drugs that end in Mab. The first monoclonal antibody was made to a CD 19, which is an antigen it's a 

ligand or an antigen on the surface of certain leukemias and lymphomas, which are hematologic 

malignancies. And what we first did was we went and we got antibodies from pigs. We get these 

antigens and we vaccinate the pigs, and pigs would make lots of antibody against the thing we 

vaccinated against. And we actually did take pig antibody and give it to some people, a lot of folks have 

allergic reactions when you start going across species. And so one of the things that became very 

important is along the way, we learn how the humanized antibodies and we started having human 

monoclonal antibodies, they, the antibodies looked like a big Y a capital Y in the body of the antibody is 

almost always the same. And we were able to make sure that that was the human type rather than the 

pig or B for rat or rabbit. And then the two wise those are the business areas that lop on or grab hold of 

an antigen grab hold of the enemy. And so we started being able to make these monoclonal antibodies 

towards CD 19 and was a drug call rituximab and rituximab against CD 19 became an amazing drug. 

And especially some of the lymphomas the non Hodgkins lymphoma is the B cell lymphomas. And to 

this day, rituximab is still used. We first used it in experimental trials in 1997 1998 was FDA approved 

probably in 2001. And for people who have hematologic malignancies, it's it's a staple in what we use to 

treat. And we've used this technology for a number of other things beyond rituximab now. And we have 

a number of looking at the cell wall in various cancers. We find these ligands we also call them 

antigens, you might think of them as target. And we've been able to make antibodies to these targets, 

and some of them have had just some absolutely amazing results. rituximab is able to have cure in my 

world as a cancer dot cure is a four letter word we don't use very much. With rituximab, we actually can 

cure some B cell lymphomas. Now again, it's a minority. With most of these diseases, we're able to 

have effective treatments to improve quality of life, prolong quality of life, but we are not able to have 
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prolonged complete remissions is the medical phrase for cure. Nail. The thing that you probably came 

here to hear about in the 1990s, we started understanding even more about the immune system. And 

that whole concept of a natural killer white cell, finding a cell out there and targeting it, and then killing 

it. We start saying how can we do this better. And that's when a couple of amazing scientists came 

along. Jim Allison, who's now at MD Anderson won the Nobel Prize for much of what I'm about to tell 

you about. They were able to figure out that a cancer that is sitting a lung cancer sitting in someone's 

lung is able to evade the immune system because of what are call checkpoints. And what Allison was 

able to do is to develop checkpoint inhibitors. Now, a checkpoint is actually very, very simple. The 

analogy I'm gonna give you is very, very simple. If I'm a lung cancer, I can have a ligand a target, which 

we call P DL one PD hyphen L one. PD hyphen L one on the lung cancer cell is simply a signal. I am a 

friend do not destroy me. It is a signal to something called the PD one receptor on the white cell. 

Literally, if I I have a white cell that encounters a cell. If that PD one on the white cell sees a PDL one 

it's the pass. So the white cell goes on to the next cell. Okay. Well, some of our checkpoint inhibitors 

actually the polite in polite company will PDL one is mask the cancer cell cannot say to the white cell, I 

am a friend do not attack me. Now, some of those PDL one inhibitors or PD one inhibitors that we have 

are Pember lism AB and the Biloela. MAB has been an Ebola mad lung cancer advertisement on TV 

where they actually thanked the patients that were in the clinical trial for lobola map. We now use 

Pember lism AB and the Lola Mab and bladder cancer, certain breast cancers will get the breast cancer 

in a second because it's a problem. head neck cancer, some Hodgkin's lymphomas, kidney cancers, 

melanoma, non small cell lung cancers. Then we developed another group of, of cancer drugs, these 

actually block the PD one on the white cell. Okay, the Pdl, one is on the tumor, and the PD one is the 

thing that sees it from the white cell. Now think about this for a second, because this might not be a too 

good of idea. We have a way of making the white cells go blind. Everything is the enemy. Some of 

these drugs were so good at what they do, that we all of a sudden cause patients who got these drugs 

in clinical trials, their white cells were attacking their kidneys, their white cells were attacking their 

hearts. By the way, what I'm describing for you is called lupus. We actually learned a great deal about 

the rheumatologic disease called lupus from some of our mistakes. And now we're actually starting to 

find out that we have certain drugs, the weaker drugs that may help us with other types of immune 

problems. Anybody see any of these TV commercials for the psoriasis drug shy? Rezaee. k are the 

rheumatologic drugs that are out there for people who have rheumatoid rheumatoid arthritis. There are 

cancer drugs, can all blame those on Richard Nixon in the National Cancer Act. By the way, the COVID 

vaccine, Nixon claims that went to Okay, all the messenger RNA technology that was used to develop 

that actually Maderna what month, two and a half years ago Maderna was a cancer vaccine company. 

Okay, because only March of 2020 It stopped becoming a cancer vaccine company. Okay. But anyway, 

much of what we learned about molecular biology a Coronavirus, and if you guys have the PCR test, 

okay, Polymerase Chain Reaction is what PCR stands for. That was a Nobel Prize about 1993 1994. 

But in any event, all of these things came from the investment in the National Cancer Act. And these 

checkpoint inhibitors are incredibly promising. We're still working on still developing better ones that 

don't cause things like lupus. There are some some of my friends who do allergy and immunology think 

that some of these things will be useful for people who have peanut allergies and people who have 

hypersensitivity to a number of things that we might be able to moderate the immune system. I'm now 

telling you about some of the spill offs from cancer research. Now, let me go back to why certain tumors 

work and certain tumors don't work. First, let's look at lung cancer. Lung, non small cell lung cancer, 

two major types of lung cancer. I don't ask me why. small cell lung cancer is 15% of all lung cancers. 
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non small cell lung cancer I don't know why they didn't say large cell Okay. non small cell lung cancers 

at 85% of all cancers, almost all the small cells are linked to smoking. And the majority of the non small 

cells are linked to smoking. But there are some non small cells that are not linked to smoking. The ones 

the cancers that are linked to smoking are what we call dirty. When you look at the cell, the cell is 

terribly disorganized. If you look at the cell surface, the cell surface expresses a lot of antigens, and a 

lot of target. People who are non smokers who get lung cancer, and it's about 20% of people who get 

lung cancer are non smokers, and they get the non small cell type their cancers, the cells are much 

cleaner on the outside. Interestingly, our immunotherapies are much better for the dirtier cancers. And 

for the cleaner cancer. Literally, people who develop non small cell lung cancer who are not smokers, 

the immunotherapies don't work on them nearly as well as the people who develop them who are 

smokers. Now, we do have some precision medicines that actually interfere with some of the molecular 

mechanisms within the cell. And people who have the non smokers non small cell lung cancer are more 

likely to have that kind of lung cancer that responds to those drugs. But they're not candidates for 

immunotherapy. And we actually in the laboratory, can now test a person's biopsy tumor to see is that 

the kind of cancer that's likely to respond to immunotherapy or is that the kind of cancer is likely to 

respond to one of our we've got about six precision drugs that interfere with certain things nowadays. 

One of them by the way, is Herceptin. Herceptin was developed as a breast cancer drug. And it it binds 

to the her to new receptor and breast cancer, while we found out a bunch of our non smokers who get 

lung cancer, have her to new receptors on their lung cancer. And if we give them this drug, Herceptin, it 

works really well. That's just one example. In breast cancer, very recently, we've developed a drug call. 

Let me look at my notes. So I can say it very well. A tourism map. It's one of those maps. And it seems 

to have some activity in breast cancer. But until recently, breast cancer and immunotherapy has been a 

failure prostate cancer and immunotherapy has been a failure. Pancreatic cancer has been a failure. 

with pancreatic cancer in the last two or three years, we're developing drugs to treat the pancreatic 

cancer to make it express the make the tumor express some of these antigens, and at the University of 

California, San Francisco and at Johns Hopkins, we now have some people who had pancreatic 

cancer, who got drugs to make their tumor express these antigens, then got some of these 

immunotherapies and had some responses. So how can you elicit this? I am the enemy signal from the 

tumor has become a great question in immunotherapy today. And so there's right now in the United 

States, there are at least 30 immunotherapy drug checkpoint inhibitor drugs out there. There are at 

least 400 clinical trials that are trying to develop these drugs. And ironically, one of the problems that 

we're starting to run into is we have so many of these drugs, we don't have enough patience. Or at 

least we don't have enough clinics that are capable of doing clinical trials. And so the drugs, the 

plethora of drugs is slowing the development of the drugs. Because you know, when I do a clinical trial, 

I need 80 to 100 people who have the same disease and need to give them the same drug. And if I 

have only a certain number of clinics that can offer clinical trials across the country, and those clinics 

are offering several different of these drugs. It's going to take me and my drug longer to get to that ad. 

And so we're actually it's an embed estimate of riches we are slowing down cancer progress because 

we have so many options in terms of drugs to develop 
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